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The concept Qf productive learning has had a long, albeit mu tifac_ ed,

history in instru- onal psychoiooy. The Gestaltists were the first to ex-

piicityly emphasize a distinction between tido types of learning. For example,

Wertheimer (1959) distinguished instruction that fostered "-tructural under-

standing" from instruction that involved "rote memory", Katona (1940)

distinguished "meaningful apprehension of relations" from "senseless drill

and arbitrary associations, and Kohl (1959) separated. "insight" from

"trial and error learning . Unfortunately, however, the Gestaltists never

cla "fied their various distinctions, often confused differences in

instructional method with differences in the subsequent problem solving behavior,

and provided lIttle or questionable empirIcal support for their claims.

The flavor -f -heir distinction can be found In an example by Werthei er

(1959) suggesting two methods of teething a learner to find the Area of a

parallelogram. One method emphasizes the geometric or structural property

that the triangle on one end of the,figure could be placed on the other end

to form a rectangle. The other method emphasizes a sort of cook-book -ecipe-

of steps to calculate the area, namely drop the perpendicular and multiply

its height tiMes the length of the base (A = h x.b).

Although learners taught under both methods should perform eq a ly well

_

on crlterion tasks involving finding the area of parallelgrams like the ones

they were taught about, Wertheimer reported the students differed in their

ability to t_ansfer what they learned to new t -ks. For example, the-

subjects who learned by "understanding" (the first method) were able to find

the area of unusual parallelograms and shapes, and to recognize uncalculable

situations, while the students who learned in a mechanical way (the second
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met d would say, "We haven't had this yet." According to 1ertheimer, only

the first group showed "producti learning and thinking.

In an example of memorizing digit strin Katona (1940- claimed that

learning by "understanding the structural relationships" not only improves

the learnerts ability to transfer but also improves the earner s ability to

retain the information over time. One group learned the digit string,

5812151922216, by understanding.the structural pattern of "add 3, add 4"

as indicated bel

5 (add 3) 8 (add 4) 12 (add 3 ) 15 (add 4) 19 1(add 3) 22 add 4)-26

While another group learned by "rote memorization" with the string organized

as 581-215-192-226. Although both groups performed equally well on criterion

tests of immediate retention, Katona reported that the first group remembered

the string longer.

Because of their potential importance for the design of instruction, .

these examOles provide a tantilizing inv tation to education psychologists

for serious study of productive 1-arning. One early attempt to bring

"meaning" to s1=1 learning of arithmetic was lead by. Brownell (see.Weaver &

Suydam, 1972 ). For e ample, Brownell S. Moser 1149 taught third graders

sol-e subtraction problems such as,

65
-28.

One group of several hundred children learned by using concrete objects to

represent the numerals, e.g., these students were given sticks that could be

p t in bundles of tens; the other group learned in a "purely mechanical rote

fashion" by being given the rules verbally without any further explanation.

Although both groups could be taught to perform equally well on the given

problems, the "meaningful" group the children who had learned with stick

bundles -- performed much better on later tests with different .problems.
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Such results provided fuel for Br gnell's argument that learning should

be based on "full recognition of the value of children's experiences" and

should be aimed at making "arithmetic less a challenge to the pupil's memory

and more a challenge to his intelligence" (Brownell, 1935, p 31). Unfor-

tunately, we do not yet know what makes arithmetic and mathematics more

meaningful, and most mathematics teachers must rely on theh- own intuitions.

The p nblems with the 'new math" are a more recent example that we do not

yethave the base of research data to pre cr be what are the "ieaningful"

concepts that underly children's understanding of mathematics.

During the 1960's the distinction between two types of learning took

on the equally ambiguous form of a distinction between "discovery" and

"exp itory" methods of instruction. Bruner (1961, 1963, 1968) has been a

major proponent of the discovery method, although his papers have not

included summaries of strong empirical support. Although often describing

discovery both as an instructional method and as a desired outcome of

learning, and although seldom emp rically defining either, Bruner's pre

method of instruction is exemplified in a procedure proposed by Dienes.

Dienes's method of teaching children the concept of the quadratic

equation involved allowing students to manipulate shapes of size "x by x",

"x by 1" and "1 by 1" in such ,a way that the student could see that the area

2 . 2
of a square with sides of length x was x of sides (x +1) was x x +x

of sides (x +2) was x
2

erred

4x 4 and so on. The discovery method shares with

the Gestalt "learning by understand" the promise of superior transfer and

retention performance by the learner.

Unfortunately, experimental studies of discovery have not been 100%

clear. Ten years ago Wittrock (1966) pointed out that, "Many strong claims

for learning by discovery are made in educational psychology. But almost
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.
none of these claims has _een empirically substantiated or even clearly

tested in an experiment." Alth ugh the effe-ts of discovery manipulations

are now being incorporated into theori s of cognit ve processing during

lea--ing (Egan 6. Greeno, 1974), it Es still too early to refute Wittrock's

statement.

blesin Productive Learnin

1 have cited these examples and given an admittedly selectIve history

of the many paths of the "productive learning" movement in order to show that

the recent resurgence of interest is not totally novel. 1 also have done this

in an attempt to try to overcome some of the problems that have plagued us

the. past. Af_er nearly a half century of pious claims and lip service

to the need for 'productive learning", educational psychology has now developed

to the point where careful, scientific research can be conducted. Clearly

we do not need any more calls for a revolution in education without corres-

ponding experimental evidence; we do not need more massive development efforts

until we pay our "dues" in basic research; we do not need to think about how

to apply the principles of "productive learning" without first establishing

what those principles are. I am convinced that only a commitment to basic

research on the processes and cognit ve structures involved in productive

learning will produce a theory of learning and instruction that Is suff'ciently

broad and succesful to offer practical prescriptions. Further it seems to

me that the exciting developments in cognitive psychology can only serve to

enrich and benefit our search.

How can we define productive learning? For the purposes -f the present

paper, I propose a definit on that takes both internal, exte nal and per-

formance variables inlo account. Productive learning thus has the following

characteristics: 6



Encoding. The presented ma erial is ass milated to existing

knolledge structures rather than beina added "as- ' to memory.

(2) Outcome. The resultant learning outcome is an integrated structure

because it involves both the presented materIal and the knowledge to

which it was assimilated; the alternative is a rote structure that

includes only the presented material organized in memory in the

same way was presented.

Performance. Due to a more integrated learning outcome the pro-

ductive learners should show superior transfer to novet situations

while other subjects ith rote outcomes should excel] only on

retention of presented information.

Certainly, productive learning may be considered a continuum rather than a

dichotomy, and may have several levels of -integration for any task.

What is needed at this point? As can be seen from the foregoing array

largely untested examples and claims, the following are needed:

(1) a.clear defintion of the external features of instruction for

productive learning (i the external conditions for productive learning),

(2) a clear understanding of the learner's internal encoding act vity during

learning and the structure of the outcome that results (internal conditions

,of productive learning), and (3) a set of observable performance measures for

measuring the productive learning process and outccale (i.e. the performance

measures of productive learning).

Table 1 summarizes some of the .main variables that should be' inc uded

in a theory of instruction for.productive learning. I havc broken down the

variables into:

7
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external'variables, such as the method of instruction, the type of

to-be-learned material, and the characteristics of the learner.

processing variables, such as the reception of the material by the

learner, the availability of a meaningful learning set in the

learner, and the a-tivation of the meaningful learning set during

learning (these are actually the cognitive conditions of meaningful

learning).

encoding variables, such as whether the new information is assimilated

to existing structures or simply added in isolated form to memory.

outcome v -iables, such as the amount cF learning, the degree to which

original associat ms are retained, and the degree to which new

associations to existing materif have developed.

performance varlables, such at percent correct on recill and transfer

tests.

Although external and performance variables are d.rectly observable, the

other variables --fer to Internal, cognitive events which can be measured only

indirectly.

The present paper will provide data on series of diverse experiments that

investigate mainly one aspect of the exte_nal conditions C instructional method)

and more specifically, investigate only o ne dimension within the domain of

instructional method. In particula , I will focus Oh differences in processing,

encoding, outcome and performan,ce variables due to whether informat on is

,presented in a PRIMER-FACT organization or a FACT-PRfMER organization. In

this case, "fact" wIll refer a set of technical information that has an

underlying structure not obvious to the novice learner (e.g., a non-base

10 number system, comp_ter programming, a seri ' of premises, inter-related
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facts in text). "Pri refers to a meaningful set of previous exper ences

that can serve as an aid in comprehending the fact (e.g., advance organizers

are primers). The only manipulation to be considered is sequencing since

all subjects are presented with the exact same material.

External variablcs. Many methodological problems stem from unsatisfactor

definitions of the independent (instructional) variables. For example, many

studies conceptually confuse productive learning as a method of instruction

(independent variable ) and productive learning as an end in its own right

(dependent variable), or label external instructional variables in terms of

the internal responses or behavior such methods are thought to evoke.

All too often, inadequate definitions have accompanied not only a

confusing of independent and dependent variables, but also a lumping together

of several variables into one. the meaningful-rote (or productive-reproductive)

dichotomy as the major instructiOnal variable is actually a family of variables;

any serious attempt to investigate inst-uctional method effects should recogn ze

the many variables involved.

For purposes of the right side of Table 1, I will focus on only one

aspect of the instructional method: theorganization of text for problem

vdiving into Primer-Fact or Fact-Primer. The type of material to be dis-

cussed is technical problem solving information such as non-base 10 arithmet c

systems, computer programming a set of related premises, an inter-related set

of facts in text. This material is potentially meaningful in the sense that

it can be better comprehended by relating' t to a-le'arne past experiences.

We have not focused on the characteristics of our learners, except to assume.

that our college subjects were capable of productive learning (if all the

conditions _ _ e met).

9
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Processing variables. In order to learn productively at least three

internal processing conditions (see Mayer, 1975a) must be met:

Reception -- The learner must receive the to-be-learned material.

Availability The learner must possess a meaingful learning st to

which the new material is assimilated.

Activation The learner must actively process the meaningful learning

set during learning.

In the Primer Before treatment, the meaningful learning set is made availab e

before learning so that it can be activated by the learner during learning.

The Primer After treatment does not allow for availability and activation

because the "fact" has been processed'before the meaningful learning set is

introduced. These hypothesized differences in the processing variables for

the two treatment groups are shown in the right side of Table I.

Encoding variables. Two different kinds of encoding processes are:

Assimilation -- The learner actively integrates the net-. terial within

existing cognitive structures.

Addition -- The learner adds the new material to memory so that it is

!so ated from other information in memory.

the Pr mer Before treatment the encoding process can involve assimilation

since a meaningful learning set is available and activated during learning;

however, for the Primer. After group the basic encoding process is addition.

These differences, as hypothesized, are also summarized in Table 1.

Outcome variables. There have been many advances in cognitive psychology

in measuring the organizati n of memory, particularly memory for meaning

which can be called Usemantic memory". No longer need the measure- nt of

learning outcomes be conf ned to total amount.. lea ned. These advances in

cognitive psychology, and the foregoing approach to,productive learning both

10.
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suggest that we must do a better job at analyzing the structure (rather than

simply the amount) of learning outcomes. When we ask, "What is learned?"

instead of simply, "How much is learned?" I think we can develop much more

useful and powerful theories of learning and instruction.

In previous papers (Mayer & Greeno 1972; Mayer, 1975a ) we have suggested

several major dimensions:

amount of nodes -- How many new pieces of information were incorporated

into memory::'

internal connect ons How many of the original associations among

pieces_of information are retained in the learning outcome?

external connections How many new associations have been made between

the new information and previously existing knowledge?

In addition, we can go beyond these variableS to develop task specific models

of the semantic memory underlying the to-be-learned informatIon. New techniques

for text an lysis allow us to measure exactly which idea units are learned and

which are not learned and the order of recall might give some insights into

how these pieces of information are organized. Several such attempts to

precisely define the cha acter'stics of meaningful as rote learning outcomes

are presented in Mayer in press

In the present example, the Primer-Fact subjects would be expected to

develop more integrated cognitive structures with more _xternal connections

and fewer internal 'connections relative to the Fact-Primer group. The Fact-

-group-w uld-be-expected to develop more rote outcomes, retaining the

original internal connections &Lit ith very few external connections.

Performance variables. The most common measures of performance have been:_
retention -- including immediate and longer term ability to perform the

learned task, and
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transfer -- including the ability to apply the learned material to new

and novel situations both near to and far f -m the original examples.

Otheminclude savings in relea rnlng, amount recalled, structure of recall, etc.

In the present example, the Primer Before group should excel] on transfer

problems due to the availability of an integrated learning outcome while the

rote outcome of the Primer After group should better support retention of

specific information that was presented (see Table 1

Theo ies of Learninu a-d InstructIon

In a previous review of research on meaningful vs. mte instruction for

statIstics, 1 suggested three general theoret cal frameworks for interpreting

the results Mayer, 1975a). Theory 1 (or the one-stage model) posits that the

learning outcome is a function of the amount of information that is presented

and attended to by the learner. For this theory the pain question is, "Does

the learner receive the information?" This theory ignores all of the "internal"

variables in Table 1. In this theory, the order in which information is

received should have no effect on the outcome of learning.

Theory 2, or the two-stage model, posits that more is learned if the

learner poses the pre-requisite anchoring concepts. in additi-n to the

question for Theory 1, this theory asks, "Does the learner have-the pre-

requisite anchoring'knowledge?" This theory ignores the encoding and outcome

variables in Table I. Theory 2 predicts that more facts should be learned

from the Primer-Fact organization than from the Fact-Primer organization

if the primer serves as a needed anchcir.

Theor the three-stage model, posits that learning involves assimilatin-

new knowledge to the learner's existing knowledge structure. An addition to

the above two questions is, "Does the learner actively integrate the new

facts with the existing pre-requisite knowledge?" Theory 3 predicts that a

12



b oader or more integrated.learning outcome should resu t from:Primer-Fact...

-organization al_owing.superior.transfer performance;,in contrast, the Fact-

:Primer organization encoUrages addition of-Information to memory as- preented--

a d could result in suOtrior retention of the basic facts In their presentecr

order. It is Theory 3 that most close y fits

learning as outlined in Table 1.

Sequen,_ of Primers and Facts in Learn ri Com.uter Pro rammin

In order to provide examples of the proposed frame

several studies carried out in our labiIrecently.

.Transfer. In a recent series of experiments Maye

ark , I will discuss

1979bi 1976a

..college subjects read.'a 107page text concerning a-simple computer-prog amMing.-

language, and were presented with-0--mOdel--Of 'the -computer either -before or

after reading the text. In these experiments-the model:.wasJntended:to-serve.

'as a primer;the.model. presented the Computer

expressing memory as an eraseable

going down a:shopping list

The reSults.indicate&that th

in.familiar-.termS such as

o_eboard or execution of-:state ents as_

Primer Before group performed beiter than

the Primer Aftergroup on qiiestions reqUiring far transfer-. inter-

preting what a program would do) while the Primer After- group excelled on

questions closely related to the text (such as writing-simple programs

or_ statements). Theory I would predict no differencessince both groups

received the same material (albeit in different orderings)*
_

_
predict that the primer before group might learn more overa

"cognitive anchor" for encoding the incoming-mate-

Ahe:results are most consistent w th theory 3 in-that qual

different_learning outcomes-were obtained. Apparently

theory 2 would

by virtue of

al Howeve

a ively

the Primer Before

-group-assimilated the material tO a broader set of past experiences;

allowed superior transfer to new

:oftheibrigina1. organization.

situations but may haN;e caused

this

some loss



Structure o recall. In a follow-up study conducted in Our lab by.

Bryce Brothage, subjects were given the primer-textand text-Primer-treatments:-

similar to above. Then subjects were asked to recall selected Oertions of

thetext.

Theory 1 predicts n- difference in-the- recall protocols:While .theory.2

predict 'that the Primer Before group.might recall more overall.- .-.Howev

theory 3 makes some predictions concerning more Aetailed-differentes in the--

p otocols:-because the Primer-After- subjects focus more on: retaining the-

technical text exactly as. presented-they WoUld be expected to_retain the

--..general organization of the original text,sect on-and t- uS_ mariy technical

-.symbols (for address names, pointers,-example statements etc.).-- Becau6e

the Primer-Before subjects integrate the new material Within their past

experience they would be expected 0 use relatively more words than symbols--

.e..by putting the teXt in their own words) and to use a different wording

and organization than the original text; in addition, there should be

relatively more intrusions from the primer (i.e. more references back to the.

model). Based on these factors (organization, intrusions symbols/words,

rewordings) blind raters were able to correctly predict over 75% of the

subjects into the two treatments (p < .05).

This result encouraged the idea that there were measurable, qualitative

differences between the protocols of the two groups. The texts were analyzed

into a hierarchy of idea units, and the protocols were then analyzed to

determine the number of idea units recalled the order of recall, the number

f intru ions, summaries, errors, etc. Although the analysis is not yet

complete, initial results indicate that the Primer After subjects tend to

--
remember isolated facts involving computersymbols and example:statements
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while Prirmtr,Before subjects tend to remember the format of statements and

the oPerations involvei that rely on underlying concepts, tend,to use more

intrusions and more summaries. A subsequent discriminant analy!is will help

isolate those Factors that best distinguish-the two g_oups, and the discriminant

function will be tested against a validation sample. In this way we hope to

make another modeststep mward isolating the structural differences between

meaningful and rote learn,ing outcomes.

Sequencing of Primers and Facts in a, Peduction Task

In another task (Mayer, .197513) subjects were asked to niernorize a set of

one-way connections such as, L to S, c. to N, S to C, N to M, H to L, M to H,

etc., and were given a primer for-converting letters- to-cities (L = LoS Angeles,

C = Chicago, S = Seattle,41 = Houston, N = New York, M = Miams) either before,

or after learning. 1 rsubsequent tests subject's were askedquestions which

requiredputting the links together such as, "How many links:.are there from

L to H?". Although both groups were very fast on recognizing the learned

links, the Primer Before group excelled on problems requiring long chains.

inference.

These results are also most consistent with theory. 3 in that the Primer

Before subjects apparently acquired more integrated ,cogrative st-u_ ures.

-Theory 1 weuld predict no'diffe ence for any of the probi.i s while theory 2

would predict Superior performance for the Primer Before group oh retention

and transfer problems.

Sequencing of Primers and Fac s In Learnin rom Text

Finally', 1 would-like to suninarize a project current.y being carried

out In our labs, Concerned with the effects of priming on learning from an

organized text. Subjects read four passages with each one giving information

about the'economy, politics, geography, and climate:for an imaginary country.



The-Primer was a sheet of paper divided into a 4x4 matrix w th the country

names across the top and the four characteristics listed down the side. One

group received the primer for 60 seconds before and one group received the

primer after reading the four passages. In a subsequent test both groups

performed quite well on recall of a specific passage, (e.g Write all you

can about country X) but the P imer-Before group performed far fewer errors

than the Primer-After group on questions requiring integ a ng two separate

passages g., The dryness of country X is comparable to the of country V

Theory I would predict no difference between the groups since all had

been ex posed to the primer by the time,of the test; theory 2,.predicts that.

the Primer Before group should be superior both on retention and transfer.

However, again these results are most consistent with. theory 3, in that the

Before subJects seem to have acquired a more integrated cogrkitive struCturie

that allowed subjects to go beyond the original presentation organization

more easily.

Sequencing_ of_Prjmers And Facts_in_Learnin_ _an Arithmet_ic System

In another study (Mayer, in preparation ) subjects learned to count in

base-3 number system d, r, dw, dd, dr, dww, .dwd, dwr ddW, ddd -ddr,

drw, drd, drr, _ and a primer, (or converting letters to numbers _=0,

d=1,.r=2) was given to subjects either before-or after they learped to

criterion. On a subsequent transfer test the Primer Before!: group excelled

on transfer to new tasks such as counting beyond the original sequence or

solving arithmetic problems.

Theory I would predict no difference between the treatments since all

groups had the conversion list available for the test; theory 2 would predict

that the Primer Before group might perform better overall. However, theory 3

st consistent with the results of superior transfer for the Primer



ore group due to more integrated learning outcomes..
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Sum_ary

These results taken from different tasks and'procedures share the same

basic trend: Pr er-Fact organization _seems to lead to superior transfer

performance ,but not superior retention performance) as compared -to Fact-

Primer organization. Apparently, Primer Before treatments allowsubjects

.to have meaningful learning sets available and active during encoding of

the fac s; this allows an assimIlation process -ther than simple addition

of information to memory) arid results in a more integrated learning outcome.

The type of material used in all of these experiments was technical but

it had an underlying organization that co Ad'be used to help comprehend

I
doubt whether similar results would be obrained for other types of material:

for example, if the underlying structure and concepts are obvious the priming

variable shOuld have no effect; or if no true underlying concepts existed

again priming would be of little influence.

These results fit nicely with the three stage model of learning, cited

by Mayer (19790, which could be called the "assimilation model". These

results are also consistent with the increa ing literature on priming effects

of headings or titles on comprehension and memory for prose (see Schallert,

1976; MaYer, 1977). These results also provide one example :f how internal

events- and conditions enrich our growing understanding of the psychology

_f instruc on.

17
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.Footnote

Writing of this paper was suppor ed by a General Research Grant f_onl

tht Academi Senate of the University of California, Santa -Barbara.
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Table Framework for a Theory of Product ve Learning

Variables

EXTERNAL VARIABLES

Method of Instruction

Characteristics of Mate ial

Characteristics of Learner

PROCESSING VARIABLES

Reception of Materian

Availability of MLS

vation of MLS

-ENCODING VARIABLES

Assimilation or Addition

OUTCOME VARIABLES

Integrated;_or Rote

PERFORMANCE VARIABLES

Transfer and Retention

Pr_mer-Fact Sequencing Fac er Sequenc_ng

P e Fact Fact-Pri er

Potentially Mean ngful Potentially Meaningfu

College NovtcesCollege Nov ces

Supe.ior TranSfer


